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In this paper, the idea of a TDMA-based topology independent medium access control (TiMAC) is adopted –
as described in [9] – that allows for at least one successful transmission per frame independently of the underlying
topology assigning time-slots based on properties of Galois
polynomials presented in [9] and explained later in section
II. This particular property allows for the use of TiMAC
in applications of tight delay constraints. To implement this
protocol, low-cost devices (i.e., Arduino [10]) are employed
in the work presented here along with RF modules as 433
MHz[11], [12] that have no MAC implemented in order to
create a multi-hop wireless network (more details regarding
the low-cost devices are given later in Section III).
The challenge met in this paper using the previously mentioned low-cost devices is twofold: (i) to implement TiMAC
following the rules (and properties of Galois polynomials) as
described in [9]; and (ii) to synchronize nodes in a multi-hop
decentralized manner. As it is shown later in the paper, TiMAC
is successfully implemented (one successful transmission per
frame is shown that is guaranteed) and a decentralized approach is followed regarding synchronization that successfully
synchronizes nodes in a multi-hop manner.
The experiments conducted in this paper and presented in
Section IV are limited to five only nodes in a full graph
topology configuration that allows for giving a detailed insight
of the particulars of the implementation (e.g., the Galois
polynomials assigned to nodes). The synchronization part is
implemented in a multi-hop manner despite the single hop
topology, is demonstrated to be successful and ready for
implementation in a real multi-hop topology. Still, its current
performance is limited by prolonged time guard periods and
therefore part of the future work will involve improving
the synchronization mechanism (reduce time guard periods,
exploit acknowledgments, etc.) and experimentation using a
large set of nodes in a multi-hop environment. Still, despite
implementation-specific limitations, the implemented system
in this paper is capable of demonstrating the potential of implementing topology independent MAC policies like TiMAC
for time-constrained applications in low-cost devices.
A brief description of TiMAC is included in Section II
and details about the low-cost device, the 433 MHz RF
modules and the TDMA synchronization approach are given

Abstract—The emerging new paradigm under the upcoming 5G communication paradigm is expected to support the
multitudes of low-cost devices and an all-increasing number
of new applications. Considering time-constrained applications
(e.g., safety applications in vehicular networks) TDMA-based
medium access control (MAC) policies, like those independent
of the underlying topology (e.g., TiMAC) need to be revisited
and now implemented in already existing low-cost devices. For
these purposes, here TiMAC is considered and it is implemented
in low-cost devices using 433 MHz RF modules. Even though
at this stage the implementation is limited by synchronization
issues and a small number of nodes, the obtained experimental
results demonstrate the potential for employing TDMA-based
MAC policies for safety applications in low-cost devices.
Index Terms—Implementation, IoT, low-cost, time constraints,
medium access control, topology independent

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the emerging new network paradigm as envisioned by 5G
[1], numerous different devices are expected to be employed
(e.g., 25 billion are expected until 2020 [2]) in order to support
everyday activities. The Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to
be an integral part of everyday life supporting a wide diversity
of applications. These devices are expected to be of low
cost, of small energy consumption, capable of communicating
wirelessly, of sufficient computational capabilities and in most
of the cases to be able to satisfy certain time constraints. For
example, for safety applications in vehicular networks [3] it is
expected the various devices to be able to communicate under
certain time bounds.
This need – for time-constrained wireless communication
of low-cost devices – has initiated a revisit of Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) medium access control (MAC)
policies that are inherently capable of meeting time constraints
when compared to the contention-based MAC policies like
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [4]. There are many
benefits when using a TDMA approach (e.g., no need for
the nodes to listen to the medium prior to transmitting [5],
deterministic guarantees of throughput, etc.). On the other
hand, certain challenges are introduced when a TDMA scheme
is applied. One of them is synchronization among the various
nodes [6] (since clocks do deviate as time passes [7], [8])
and another one is the assignment of time-slots to the network
nodes within a TDMA frame.
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in the system’s description Section III. The experimental setup
(i.e., the topology and the various parameters) along with
the experimental results are presented in Section IV and the
conclusions along with directions for future work in Section V.

Fig. 1. A chain topology of nine nodes.

II. T I MAC D ESCRIPTION
The TiMAC policy operates under certain assumptions
regarding the total number of nodes in the network (denoted
by N ) as well as the maximum number of neighbors (denoted
by D) that a node may have. TiMAC relies on TDMA
having a fixed-length frame for all nodes and the time-slot
duration is considered long enough for any data packet to be
transmitted. Each node is assigned a subset of the frame’s
time-slots for transmitting according to arbitrarily assigned
Galois polynomials as described next. This subset is unique
for each node, ensuring that each of them transmits according
to a unique repeating pattern. Furthermore, this uniqueness
ensures that there will be at least one successful transmission
for each node in every frame, even if the network load is
increased (e.g., each node has always data packets available
for transmission) [9], as explained later.
According to the Chlámtac-Farago algorithm [9] the number
of network nodes N and the maximum number of neighbor
nodes D can be used to derive the values of two new integer
parameters, i.e., q (related to the size of the frame) and k
(related to the degree of Galois polynomials of order q). More
specifically, the frame size is q 2 (i.e., it consists of q 2 timeslots) and it is split into q sub-frames of q time-slots each.
One slot of each of the q sub-frames is assigned to each node.
Therefore, each node is allowed to transmit at q time-slots
within a frame (one during each subframe).
The next step is to derive the particular time-slots that
a certain node u is allowed to transmit. For this reason,
each node u is assigned to a unique polynomial of degree
k with coefficients from a finite Galois P
field of order q
k
i
(GF (q)) and is represented as fu (x) =
i=0 ai x , where
ai ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , q − 1}. The slot assigned to each node
u inside a subframe s is given from fu (s) mod q where
s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} [9]. Apparently, the constraint for unique
polynomials assigned for all nodes in the network, requires
that q k+1 ≥ N (q k+1 corresponds to all possible polynomials
of degree k when their coefficient belong to the GF (q)).
An integral property of this approach is that there is at least
one successful transmission per frame (i.e., no collision takes
place) even for the case of increased load conditions (e.g., all
nodes always have data packets ready to be transmitted). Since
each node transmits according to its assigned polynomial of
degree k, there will be at most k simultaneous transmissions
(thus collisions will occur) with any neighbor node since there
are at most k common roots between two polynomials of
degree k. Since the number of neighbor nodes is at most D,
then there will be at most kD simultaneous transmissions.
Given that each node is allowed to transmit at q time-slots, to
guarantee at least one successful transmission, q ≥ kD + 1.
Both constraints, q k+1 ≥ N and q ≥ kD + 1 are exploited by
the algorithm in [9] to calculate q and k given N and D.

Fig. 2. Standard and TiMAC TDMA Frame examples.

Assuming the chain topology depicted in Fig. 1, both the
corresponding “standard” and the TiMAC TDMA frames are
presented in Fig. 2. On the left of Fig. 2, the standard TDMA
frame consisting of three slots is depicted (repeated three
times) where each node has been assigned a fixed slot in a way
that ensures collision-free communication between neighbors.
On the right, a TiMAC frame is depicted consisting of three
subframes where the slot assignment has taken place according
to the corresponding arbitrarily assigned polynomials. Under
TiMAC, topology changes may take place (assuming N and
D remain as such) and still every node is guaranteed at least
one successful transmission per frame whereas, under standard
TDMA, special care has to be taken after a topology change
as a slot reassignment may be necessary.
The next step is to implement this particular MAC policy
in the low-cost devices that their characteristics are described
in the following section.
III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
The low-cost devices that implement each node of the
wireless network considered here have certain specifications
regarding their operation that need to be taken into account in
order to implement the previously described TiMAC policy.
The particular information along with various implementation
issues (e.g., TDMA synchronization) are presented next.
A. Low-cost device elements
Three essential elements have been used for each node
device: the core part – that is an Arduino prototyping platform
[10] – and the two RF modules operating at 433 MHz that are
used for transmission and reception [11], [12].
Arduino [10] is an open source and low-cost electronics
platform, easy to use and capable of hosting various components (for the case considered the RF modules). The particular
board used for this paper is the Arduino Uno Rev. 3. It is
a board built on top of the ATMEL ATMEGA328 microcontroller with a clock speed of 16MHz and 2KB of SRAM
[13].
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2000ms (st). At the end of the frame, a frame guard period of
500ms (tf g ) is included, allowing for further node’s operations
(e.g., sensing, message processing) as depicted in Fig. 4.

The wireless communication part was handled by short
range RF modules operating in the license-free Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) Band of 433.050 - 434.790 MHz.
Two different components are used to realize transmission
(Tx) and reception (Rx), i.e., RWS-371-V1.0.3 and TWS-BSV1.0.3 [11], [12], respectively. As already mentioned these
modules co-operate with Arduino and the wiring used in this
paper is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.
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D. Synchronization
In TDMA environments, nodes have to be aware of the
time that the frame begins. Moreover, implementing TDMA
in multi-hop network environments requires a (multi-hop)
decentralized clock synchronization mechanism.
Several synchronization algorithms that employ MAC layer
timestamping (e.g., [17], [18], [19]) have been proposed
in the literature. Since this work focuses on the implementation of TiMAC in low-cost devices, the following simple
synchronization mechanism is considered. Nodes are allowed
to synchronize their clocks for a period of 2000ms at the beginning of each frame, by transmitting the previously described
SYNC messages. More specifically, a reference node transmits
a SYNC message to its neighbor nodes that includes the time
remaining until the first time slot of the frame. Subsequently,
every node that receives this message for the first time adjusts
its clock accordingly and transmits a new SYNC message to
its neighbor nodes.

b

b

b

Fig. 4. The TDMA frame of the implemented MAC protocol. Each time slot
(tsi ) ends with the guard period (tg ). The synchronization time (st) along with
the frame guard period (tf g ) are also depicted.
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Fig. 3. The wiring between the Arduino and the RF modules that implements
the device for both transmission (i.e, Tx-module data connected to pin 12)
and reception (i.e, Rx-module data connected to pin 12). The antenna (ANT)
along with the power supply pins (i.e., GND and VCC) are also depicted.

B. Message types
For the implementation of the TDMA protocol, the messages that were used for the purpose of this paper are SYNC
and DATA. SYNC messages are sent by the nodes at the
beginning of each frame, for time synchronization purposes.
The payload of SYNC messages contains the time remaining
until the first time slot. Any node that has data for transmission constructs a DATA message which is transmitted during
the particular node’s time slot. The existence of these two
distinct message types is necessary for the smooth operation
of the TDMA protocol. SYNC messages are processed at the
beginning of each frame to synchronize the receiver’s TDMA
clock timer whereas, DATA messages are transmitted by the
nodes during the particular time-slots that have been assigned
to them.
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C. TDMA parameters
The implementation of TDMA protocol on the ISM Band
of 433.050 - 434.790 MHz, using low-cost devices introduces
several limitations regarding frame timing parameters. In particular, nodes’ internal clock may deviate significantly [14], the
interference on the selected band may be high [15], [16], and
the low-cost transmitter’s accuracy and receiver’s sensitivity
may be reduced.
Considering the above limitations, each time slot (tsi ) of the
TDMA frame lasts for 500ms, whereas a 300ms guard time
(tg ) is introduced between them in order to avoid collisions
due to clock drifts. Moreover, at the beginning of each frame,
nodes are allowed to get synchronized for a time period of

Fig. 5. Illustration of the synchronization mechanism within a synchronization
period (st), among nodes r, u and v connected in a chain topology. Nodes
wait for a certain amount of time (i.e., tdr , tdu and tdv respectively) before
transmitting the time remaining until the first time slot (i.e., t0 , t1 and t2
respectively). The internal clocks cu , cv along with the transmission time ttx
are also depicted.

Fig. 5 depicts the synchronization mechanism between the
reference node (r), and nodes u and v, connected in chain
topology (i.e., r-u-v). At the beginning of the synchronization
period (st), the reference node r waits for a certain amount
of time tdr and then transmits its clock t0 = st − tdr to
node u. When the message is received, node u subtracts the
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transmission time from t0 and changes its clock accordingly
(i.e., cu = t0 − ttx ). Subsequently, node u waits for a certain
amount of time (i.e., tdu ) and then transmits its clock (i.e.,
t1 ) to node v. When the message is received, node v changes
its clock (i.e., cu = t1 − ttx ), waits for a certain amount of
time (i.e., tdv ) and transmits its clock to the next-in-line node
(if any). Apparently, node u may also receive node’s v SYNC
message, but since one has already been received, this one
may be ignored.

missions over the number of nodes) over the number of total
time-slots i.e.,
total successful transmissions
.
total nodes × total time slots
For the period of 100 frames, each node may transmit during
up to 500 time-slots whereas, the number of total time-slots
is 2500. Consequently, the maximum network throughput is
given by,
500
= 0.2.
capacity =
2500
Throughput as large as capacity is not expected to be
achieved due to various reasons like the channel interference,
the transmitter’s accuracy and the receiver’s sensitivity, etc.,
as already mentioned.
On the other hand, TiMAC guarantees that one successful
transmission per node per frame will be successful. Consequently, the minimum network throughput is given by,
throughput =

E. TiMAC Implementation
The implementation of TiMAC protocol is based on TDMA
as described earlier. Five nodes are considered here, and it is
assumed that they are part of a larger network of maximum
N = 25 nodes where the maximum number of neighbors is
D = 4. Based on those values, the corresponding values for k
(i.e., k = 1) and q (i.e., q = 5) are derived [9]. Eventually, firstdegree polynomials are going to be used for the slot allocation
(k = 1), and the length of the TDMA frame will be q 2 = 25,
divided into five subframes of q = 5 slots each. Each node is
randomly assigned a first-degree polynomial with coefficients
from GF (5) and according to that polynomial, the particular
time slot that each node is allowed to transmit within each
sub-frame is derived. Thus, every node is allowed to transmit
in five slots per frame.

minimum throughput =

100
= 0.04.
2500

B. Results
Figure 6 depicts the derived throughput for the eleven
polynomial sets. It is observed that in all cases it is higher
than the minimum value guaranteed by the TiMAC policy
(i.e., 0.04). It is also observed that the first polynomial set
has the highest value for throughput; however, it is smaller
than the maximum value (i.e., 0.2). This is expected since,
on the one hand, the particular set of polynomials results in a
collision-free slot allocation and on the other hand, the channel
interference, transmitter’s accuracy, and receiver’s sensitivity
may result in unsuccessful transmissions.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The experimental setup consists of five nodes in a full graph
topology such that, each node has exactly four neighbors.
Collisions are expected to occur. However, under the TiMAC
policy, it is expected that at least one transmission per node
per frame to be successful, i.e., free of collisions.
Note that transmissions may be unsuccessful for various
other reasons. For example, there might be interference in this
band, since the 433Mhz band is an ISM one. Special care was
taken to conduct the experiments in isolated areas (e.g., the
basement of the premises of the campus).

Total network throughput
0.18

Throughput

0.16

A. Methodology
Eleven different sets of polynomials are considered here that
correspond to eleven different scenarios for the particular system. Consequently, different time-slots were assigned to each
node per scenario and the obtained results, is the summation
of transmissions of 100 frames. Heavy traffic conditions are
assumed for the experimental setup, and therefore each node
has always data ready for transmission at every time slot.
For each node, a neighbor node was arbitrarily selected as
the destination of its transmitted packets and remained fixed
throughout the experiments.
The first set of polynomials was chosen in order to create
a collision-free slot allocation such that, each node transmits
packets in different time-slots than that of its neighbors. The
rest ten polynomial sets were created randomly.
The obtained throughput is derived as the fraction of the
average successful transmissions (i.e., total successful trans-
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Fig. 6. Throughput corresponding to various polynomial sets. In all cases,
the throughput lays between the expected maximum (i.e., 0.2) and minimum
(i.e., 0.04) values.

Figure 7 depicts the average successful transmissions per
frame per node for the eleven polynomial sets. The particular
results confirm the TiMAC policy’s lower bound of one
successful transmission per frame per node. For the first
polynomial set, significantly more successful transmissions
than the other ones are observed. However, the are less than
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the maximum theoretical value of five, which is the successful
transmissions per node per frame if no packets are lost for the
duration of the 100 frames.
Average successful transmissions
Average successful transmissions
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Fig. 7. Average number of successful transmissions per frame per node corresponding to various polynomial sets. In all cases, the number of successful
transmissions is between the expected maximum (i.e., 5) and minimum (i.e., 1)
values.

V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

An implementation of the TiMAC policy is presented in
this paper based on the arduino microcontroller and low-cost
RF modules operating in the 433MHz ISM band. A multi-hop
decentralized clock synchronization mechanism is adopted for
the implementation of the underlying TDMA protocol. The
particular low-cost devices pose several limitations regarding
clock accuracy, transmission accuracy, and reception sensitivity.
The experimental system consisted of five nodes in a full
graph topology such that, each node had exactly four neighbors
and the results were collected for eleven scenarios using
different sets of polynomials. The experimental results confirm
the analytical findings of TiMAC. It is shown that each node
has at least one successful transmission within a frame and
the total network throughput lays within the minimum and
maximum analytical expressions.
Part of the future work in the area will involve improving
the synchronization mechanism and conducting experiments
using more than five nodes in a multi-hop environment. Still,
despite these implementation-specific limitations, the particular system demonstrates the potential of implementing time
independent MAC policies like TiMAC for time-constrained
applications in low-cost devices.
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